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trial court erred in finding that Oliver committed the
element of larceny by finding that he stole the valuables
from the complaining witness. Therefore, the trial court
should not have entered an order of restitution.
CONCLUSION The trial court erred when it concluded
that the evidentiary record supported the finding of
larceny. The State failed to produce sufficient evidence
that Oliver unlawfully appropriated the complaining
witness’ property with the intent to deprive her of that
property. A ffirmed. A prospective, randomized, double-
blind study of protocolized late mobilization after
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. Conventional
rehabilitation after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
reconstruction has not changed substantially in recent
years. An evidence-based rehabilitation program has
been reported, but the compliance of rehabilitation
protocols on postoperative functional recovery has not
been studied. Eighty patients who had undergone
unilateral ACL reconstruction were randomized to
supervised, early (weight bearing [WB], 10 days) or late
(WB, 3 months) rehabilitation programs for a 12-week
period. Outcome measures included clinical and
instrumented assessments of function, and return to
sports. There were 27 patients in the early rehabilitation
group and 53 in the late rehabilitation group. Mean +/-
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SD International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC)
score was 77 +/- 16 in the early group and 81 +/- 16 in
the late group. There were no differences in IKDC score
or knee range of motion between the 2 groups. There
were trends in favor of the early group for patients
returning to sports in both
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Standard is a solution which helps keep your PC safe
without having to constantly reboot or manually shut

down. DeepFreeze Standard for Windows
8(32/64bit)includes many tools such as: Deep Freeze

Standard(Off-line). On this page, we have listed all the
software that you can download for free. Faronics

DeepFreeze Standard for Windows 8(32/64bit)includes
many tools such as: DeepFreeze Standard(Off-line). On
this page, we have listed all the software that you can
download for free.F.3d at 1079, "It is not enough for

Plaintiff to show that it was common knowledge that the
employees were being held captive at the Kinko's.

Plaintiff must show that it was common knowledge that
[the defendant's] acts would result in the plaintiffs being
held captive at Kinko's." The Court therefore holds that
summary judgment is appropriate on Plaintiff's claim

under § 1 of the Sherman Act, because Plaintiff has not
shown that a reasonable fact finder could conclude that
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Defendant intended to harm the employees at Kinko's.
Q: how to make custom link/button on post.js? I using

post.js theme, my client can post any content by post.js,
i want customize the button, menu, like the image as
below: but i can't make it. how can i achieve it? A: I'm

not familiar with post.js, but the solution to this problem
should be fairly straightforward. You have access to all
of the HTML that is output to the DOM, so if you want to
change the appearance of a link/button, you can do it by
just replacing the contents of the anchor tag with your

own. Here is a quick example: function replaceLink(link)
{ return link.replace(/<a/, '< 6d1f23a050
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